Structure Control of a π-Conjugated Oligothiophene-Based Liquid Crystal for Enhanced Mixed Ion/Electron Transport Characteristics.
Developing soft materials with both ion and electron transport functionalities is of broad interest for energy-storage and bioelectronics applications. Rational design of these materials requires a fundamental understanding of interactions between ion and electron conducting blocks along with the correlation between the microstructure and the conduction characteristics. Here, we investigate the structure and mixed ionic/electronic conduction in thin films of a liquid crystal (LC) 4T/PEO4, which consists of an electronically conducting quarterthiophene (4T) block terminated at both ends by ionically conducting oligoethylenoxide (PEO4) blocks. Using a combined experimental and simulation approach, 4T/PEO4 is shown to self-assemble into smectic, ordered, or disordered phases upon blending the materials with the ionic dopant bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium (LiTFSI) under different LiTFSI concentrations. Interestingly, at intermediate LiTFSI concentration, ordered 4T/PEO4 exhibits an electronic conductivity as high as 3.1 × 10-3 S/cm upon being infiltrated with vapor of the 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) molecular dopant while still maintaining its ionic conducting functionality. This electronic conductivity is superior by an order of magnitude to the previously reported electronic conductivity of vapor co-deposited 4T/F4TCNQ blends. Our findings demonstrate that structure and electronic transport in mixed conduction materials could be modulated by the presence of the ion transporting component and will have important implications for other more complex mixed ionic/electronic conductors.